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ABSTRACT

As the use of technology-mediated interviews (e.g., Skype) is becoming a standard method to interview applicants, it is important to understand how discrimination can still manifest in these types of interviews. Because technology-mediated interviews focus on applicants’ faces, discrimination based on facial stigmas can be particularly inevitable. Thus, the purpose of the current study is to examine how a facial stigma affects visual attention during a technology-mediated interview and acknowledgment as a remediation strategy that individuals might use to reduce the amount of visual attention on a facial stigma. We used a 2 (acknowledge: yes or no) x 2 (target gender: male or female) experimental design. The participants heard a computer-mediated interview while viewing one of the manipulated images. For half of the conditions, the participants heard the applicant acknowledge their stigma. Using an eye tracker, visual attention to the stigma was measured every 30 seconds during the 8-minute interview, producing 16 different time points and a total of 1,792 data points. Multilevel growth curve model analysis examined variation in the trajectory of visual attention to the stigma. The results showed that facial stigmas draw visual attention during a computer-mediated interview, which decreased over time. However, the trajectory of the decrease in visual attention depended on whether an applicant acknowledged their stigma during the interview. The decrease in visual attention was faster in the acknowledgment condition than in the control condition. The current research provides a better understanding to how a facial stigma influences the interview process and provides a theoretical rationale for why acknowledging a facial stigma benefits the interview process.
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Technology-mediated interviews are becoming a popular method of conducting selection interviews (Behrend & Thompson, 2013; Horn & Behrend, 2017). Technology-mediated interviews use cutting edge video-based interviewing platforms, such as Skype, GoToMeeting, Webex, and Adobe Connect, which allow employers to streamline selection and hiring activities, process an increasingly larger pool of potential candidates, interview geographically distant applicants, and reduce the costs of onsite visits (Blacksmith, Willford, & Behrend, 2016). Although this method is different from the face-to-face method because the interviewer is not physically present with the applicant, the technology-mediated interview does share many common elements with the traditional, face-to-face interview. For example, an interviewer can see the applicants from mid-chest up and therefore have a clear picture of an applicant’s face (Horn & Behrend, 2017). Any physical anomalies on the face of an applicant would still be visible and therefore potentially biasing. In fact, research shows that individuals who have facial stigmas can face varying forms of discrimination in the employment interview (Buijsrogge, Derous, & Duyck, 2014; Buijsrogge, Derous, & Duyck, 2016; Derous, Buijsrogge, Roulin, & Duyck, 2016; Madera & Hebl, 2012).

One way that facial stigmas can negatively impact an employment interview is that it draws visual attention, potentially distracting the interviewer from the content. People will often stare at a facial stigma in an attempt to understand them because facial anomalies and/or deformities are unexpected when meeting a person (Bonanno & Esmaeli, 2012; Madera, 2016; Stone & Wright, 2012;
Wali & Regmi, 2016). However, staring at a facial stigma is related to negative affective and attitudinal responses from stigmatized individuals (Halioua, Williams, Murray, Skalko, & Vogelson, 2011; Masnari et al., 2012). Research also shows that because nonstigmatized individuals often feel uncomfortable, awkward, and anxious when interacting with stigmatized individuals, stigmatized individuals are aware of the negative reactions that their stigma elicits in others (Hebl, Tickle, & Heatherton, 2000; Major & O’Brien, 2005). For example, people with facial paralysis will often use expressive hand gestures and expressive voice to compensate for their lack of facial expressions (Bogart, Tickle-Degnen, & Joffe, 2012). Goffman (1963) noted that stigmatized individuals are aware that their stigma elicits negative reactions, such as staring, and therefore tend to engage in stigma management to reduce their own and perceivers’ attention, discomfort, and/or anxiety.

Staring at a stigma not only increases the uneasiness the stigmatized individual and/or interaction partner has about the interaction but also affects attention given to the content of the interview. In a study of computer-mediated interviews, Madera and Hebl (2012) found that applicants with facial stigmas were rated lower on overall effectiveness than applicants without a facial stigma. More importantly, they found that staring at a stigma led participants to recall fewer interview information, which in turn led to lower applicant ratings. Therefore, a reason why a facially stigmatized applicant was evaluated negatively was due to the distraction that a facial stigma creates.

Thus, the literature shows that the visual attention paid to a stigma in an interview is fundamental. Despite this reality, strategies that applicants can use to attempt to reduce visual attention toward a stigma in the interview process has been largely ignored. Therefore, the purpose of the current study is to examine how a facial stigma affects visual attention during a technology-mediated interview and a remediation strategy that individuals might use to reduce the amount of visual attention on a facial stigma. In doing so, we expand upon the findings from Madera and Hebl (2012) in two ways. First, we used visual attention measured over time to examine how visual attention is directed to and away a facial stigma during a computer-mediated interview. Second, we examined the role of acknowledgment as an identity management strategy that can help reduce the level of visual attention given to a stigma. This study draws from theory and research on perceived stigma (Pryor, Reed-er, Yeadon, & Hesson-McInnis, 2004) and attentional processes (Rinck & Becker, 2006). Pryor et al. (2004) proposed a theoretical model of individual psychological reactions to perceived stigma, in which reactions to stigma involve a reflexive, automatic system that draws attention. When individuals are confronted with a stigmatized applicant (e.g., a birthmark on his/her face) individuals might be more likely to focus their attention to the stigma while trying to focus on the interview responses. Acknowledgment might be beneficial by providing an explanation for the stigma, releasing the interviewer from staring at it.

**Literature Review**

**Facial Stigmas and Reactions**

In his influential book on stigma, Goffman (1963) defined stigma as an attribute that discredits individuals and prevents an individual from full social acceptance. Goffman further specified that stigmas can be characterized as: (a) moral flaws, (b) physical aberrations of the body, or (c) heredity-based factors. Stigmas can also vary in the degree to which they are perceived to be controllable. For example, the stigmas of being a drug addict, having AIDS, being homeless, or homosexuality are more likely to be perceived to be controllable than the stigmas of race and age.

When interacting with stigmatized individuals, people often experience feelings of discomfort, anxiety, and threat during social interactions (for a review see Hebl, Madera, & King, 2007; and Madera & Hebl, 2013). Research shows that facial disfigurements, such as scars and port-wine stains (i.e., nevus flammeus), are particularly pernicious and universal stigmas (Blascovich, Mendes, Hunter, Lickel, & Kowai-Bell, 2002; Stone & Potton, 2014, 2017), because face perception (i.e., how people process a face) is an effortless but highly developed skill in people that serves different communicative functions in social interaction, such as person identification and recognition (Li & Jain, 2005). In addition, starting in infancy, people have an innate tendency to allocate visual attention to faces (Li & Jain, 2005). In fact, evidence suggests that facial disfigurements are processed and recognized by newborns (Cohen, 1998; Johnson, Dziurawiec, Ellis, & Morton, 1991).

Therefore, facial stigmas are highly discernible and salient for face processing. Because face perception also appears to depend upon distinct brain areas that relies on different special processes than other stimuli (Li & Jain, 2005; McKone, Kanwisher, & Duchaine, 2007; Tsao, Moeller, & Freiwald, 2008), facial disfigurements may be a “hard-wired” stigma (Hebl et al., 2000; Johnson et al., 1991). For example, Blascovich et al. (2002) used physiological measures to examine the extent to which perceivers feel anxiety and threat during interactions with stigmatized individuals. Participants interacted with individuals without or with a stigma, manipulated by using makeup to create a facial stigma. Results showed that interacting with confederates with a facial stigma increased cardiovascular activity.

Research suggests that people tend to visually attend to negative or threatening stimuli when presented with both positive and negative stimuli (Fox, Russo, Bowles, & Dutton, 2001). Certain stigmas, like facial disfigurements, are often feared because they are perceived to be contagious, a threatening source for perceivers (Major & O’Brien, 2005).
Some researchers have argued from an evolutionary perspective that, at an early stage of information processing, visual attention is particularly sensitive to biologically relevant and threatening stimuli, which automatically command visual attention (Fox et al., 2001; Rinck & Becker, 2006). That is, visual attention is biased selectively toward threatening stimuli. Thus, threatening stimuli may be particularly salient regions that capture visual attention.

Facial stigmas can signal a perceived flaw or abnormality related to work-related characteristics, such as personality flaws, mental illnesses, or competency (Schumacher, Corrigan, & Dejong, 2003; Summers, Howe, McElory, Buckley, Phang, & Cortes-Mejia, 2018). For example, physical attractiveness, which is negatively affected by facial stigmas (Thompson & Kent, 2001), is often associated with being more intelligent, competent, and successful (Eagly, Ashmore, Makhijani, & Longo, 1991; Summers et al., 2018). Therefore, it is also possible that a facial stigma draws visual attention in an interview context because of what it can signal about the applicant.

Alternatively, other research suggests that the need to look at a facial stigma is not only because it is perceived as negative, but because it is novel. Coined as the “novel stimulus” hypothesis, people who have physical stigmas are “novel” and therefore are stared at more in an attempt to make them less novel (Langer, Fiske, Taylor, & Chanowitz, 1976; Thompson & Kent, 2001). That is, people stare at a facial stigma because facial disfigurements are unexpected but not necessarily perceived negatively. Regardless if a facial stigma is perceived to be a threat, signals work-related characteristics, or novel or a combination of these reasons, research suggests that people allocate visual attention to stigmas on the face.

**Facial Stigmas in the Interview Context**

Technology-mediated interviews can be cognitively taxing in that they require interviewers to assess applicants, gain information about applicants, sell their organization, and make important decisions while trying not to be distracted by the picture of the applicant’s face on the video (Horn & Behrend, 2017). At the same time, interviewers might also be concerned with how they appear to applicants, especially in situations in which the applicant has a facial stigma (e.g., port-wine stain; Buijsrogge et al., 2016). Stigmatized individuals elicit perceivers to feel discomfort, anxiety, and threat (Blascovich et al., 2002), and people often stare at a facial stigma in formal and casual interactions (Bonanno & Esmaeli, 2012; Masnari et al., 2012; Madera, 2016; Wali & Regmi, 2016).

Using eye tracker methodology, Madera and Hebl (2012) examined potential discrimination against facially stigmatized applicants in computer mediated interviews. In the first study, participants viewed the face of an applicant (with or without a facial stigma) while listening to the interviewer and rated the applicant’s performance. To investigate the underlying process involved in the discrimination, visual attention toward the stigma was measured. The results showed that the memory of interview facts was negatively impacted by visual attention directed to the stigma, which in turn resulted in lower applicant ratings. In Study 2, the authors used face-to-face interviews and replicated the findings that a facial stigma distracts from the interview content, which results in lower ratings for the applicants. Thus, in a technology-mediated interview, a facial stigma will command visual attention, but, how visual attention changes over the course of the interview has not been examined.

Models by Mathews and Mackintosh (1998), Mogg et al. (2000), and Rinck and Becker (2006) suggest that there are two phases that explain the process how a facial stigma will command visual attention and change over time. The first phase is automatic in that people tend to quickly and automatically attend to threatening stimuli. The second phase is a slower, cognitively controlled process, which involves assessing the significance of the stimuli, which often involves coping behaviors. Coping behaviors include keeping their focus of attention on the threatening stimuli, disengaging visual attention, or quickly avoiding them (Fox et al., 2001; Hermans, Vansteenwegen, & Elen, 1999; Rinck & Becker, 2006).

These models suggest that in a computer-mediated interview, visual attention to the stigma will be an automatic reaction. This first phase is not rationale or based on logic but on automatic impulses to stare at stimuli that can be threatening, signal other characteristics, or are novel like a facial stigma. For example, in a study of visual attention to facial stigmas (port wine stain), participants looked at faces with or without facial stigmas on a computer (Ackerman et al., 2009). Results showed that participants looked at faces with facial stigmas longer than faces without the stigma. This effect was stronger when the participants were primed with a disease threat (i.e., they read about contagious diseases). Thus, even when they are not physically in the presence of a stigmatized person, the automatic reaction to a facial stigma is to stare.

These models of visual attention toward threatening stimuli overlap with models of reactions toward stigmas. In fact, the stigma model proposed and tested by Pryor et al. (2004) also suggests a dual process in which the first phase is automatic (i.e., an instinctive or spontaneous negative reaction toward the stigma) and the second phase is also a controlled reaction in which people reflect on whether they should or should not avoid the stigmatized individual. These theories suggest that when individuals are confronted with a stigmatized individual (e.g., a port-wine stain on their face), individuals might be more likely to focus their visual attention to the features of the stigma but then also try to control (i.e., avoid looking at the stigma) their visual attention. These theories also suggest that perceivers will...
eventually look less at the stigma. Thus, the features of a physical stigma can be distracting, commanding attention as they are unexpected, provoking attributional analyses (e.g., why does he/she have that?) that then lead to coping strategies to look away (e.g., Mathews & Mackintosh, 1998; Mogg et al., 2000; Pryor et al., 2004; Rinck & Becker, 2006). In an interview context, a facial stigma will draw visual attention, and this visual attention will decrease over time as the perceiver becomes accustomed to it. More formally:

**Hypothesis 1:** There will be a gradual decrease in the amount of visual attention to a facial stigma over time during an interview.

**Acknowledgment of Stigmas**

Although there are empirical and theoretical reasons to hypothesize that stigmas will draw attention in interview contexts, there is research that shows that stigmatized individuals can proactively remediate potential negative reactions from perceivers. In fact, Goffman (1963) noted that stigmatized individuals tend to engage in stigma management. One such strategy is controlling the potential negative reaction from perceivers by disclosing or acknowledging (i.e., act of directly referring to one’s stigma during an interaction).

Evidence suggests that interactions with stigmatized individuals can be uncomfortable and negative for non-stigmatized individuals (Blascovich et al., 2002; Hebl et al., 2000; Krendl, Macrae, Kelley, Fugelsang, & Heatherton, 2006). Acknowledgment can be an effective strategy because it may reduce the preoccupation with the fear of saying something inappropriate about the target. For example, acknowledgment may release the perceivers from a state of anxiety, threat, thought suppression or other self-regulatory behaviors, which would otherwise use limited resources (Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne, & Jetten, 1994; Monteith, Sherman, & Devine, 1998).

Acknowledgment can also reduce negative feelings toward stigmatized individuals. In one of the earliest known studies on acknowledgment, Davis (1961) found that when an individual made explicit statements about his or her physical disability, nonstigmatized individuals were less likely to view the disabled individual with disdain, pity, and contempt. Research has also demonstrated that the positive effect of acknowledgment can depend on a number of factors (Hebl & Kleck, 2002; Hebl & Skorinko, 2005). For instance, Hebl and Kleck (2002) found that perceived controllability moderated the effect of acknowledgment on ratings of an applicant. In the first study, participants responded to a videotaped interview involving an obese or physically disabled job applicant who either did or did not acknowledge a stigma. In the second study, participants responded to scenarios that manipulated type of stigma, controllability of its onset, and acknowledgment. Results across both experiments reveal that applicants who did not acknowledge their stigma in an employment context were viewed and rated similarly. However, if applicants did acknowledge, the perceived controllability of the stigmas strongly influenced how they would be perceived by the participants in that perceived controllability was related to lower ratings.

Similarly, research demonstrates a temporal effect of acknowledgment (Hebl & Skorinko, 2005). Participants responded to a videotaped interview of a disabled applicant who made no acknowledgment about the disability or who acknowledged the disability at the beginning, middle, or end of a job interview. Applicants who did not acknowledge or who acknowledged at the end of the interview were rated less favorably than were those who disclosed earlier in the interview. Furthermore, the results showed that happy/well-adjusted perceptions mediated the effect. Thus, stigmatized individuals might positively control the impression-formation process by acknowledging early in the interview.

We theorize that acknowledgment might be beneficial if it draws focus on the stigma, but then it makes it less novel by providing an explanation. One possibility is that acknowledgment releases interviewers from the potential anxiety and threat of staring at the stigma. Another possible mechanism is that without acknowledgment, interviewers might look more at the stigma because they think about why and how the stigma occurred. Regardless of the mechanism, we hypothesized a time course of acknowledgment. Specifically, acknowledgment will initially direct more attention to the stigma, but an acknowledgment provides an explanation (i.e., birthmark), which influences the visual attention toward the stigma as time progresses. According to models of stigmatization (Pryor et al., 2004; Weiner, Perry, & Magnusson, 1988), individuals engage in sophisticated assessments when confronted with a stigmatized individual that involve adjustments, such as what to feel, how to behave toward the target, and attributions of controllability, contagion, and onset. By interrupting such assessments of stigmatized individuals, acknowledgment will lead to less visual attention as time progresses. By providing an explanation for the facial stigma, perceivers will stare less because they will not be preoccupied thinking about what, why, how, or when the stigma was produced.

In the absence of acknowledgment, the features of the stigma will continue to draw attention as time progresses because individuals engage in assessments of the target. Thus, we expected more visual attention during the time of acknowledgment but then a decrease of attention in the following time points, whereas there will be a slower decrease in the amount of visual attention in the absence of acknowledgment. That is, attention to the stigma will decrease with time as the stigma on the face becomes less novel, but this
decrease will be significantly more after acknowledgment than in the absence of acknowledgment. More formally:

**Hypothesis 2:** There will be a significant effect of acknowledgment on visual attention to a facial stigma, such that the decrease of visual attention to a stigma will decrease faster when an applicant acknowledges their stigma than when an applicant does not acknowledge their stigma.

**METHOD**

**Participants**

We used data collected and reported by Madera and Hebl (2012) and analyzed data that have not been previously reported. Participants were 112 (39 male and 73 female) undergraduate students who participated in exchange for experimental credit. They had an average age of 19.6 (SD = 1.4). The majority identified as Caucasian (n = 49), followed by Asian (n = 32), Latino(a) (n = 14), Black/African-American (n = 15), and “other” (n = 6).

**Design and Procedure**

We used a 2 (acknowledge: yes or no) x 2 (target gender: male or female) factorial design with visual attention to the stigma as the outcome, measured every 30 seconds during the 8-minute interview. We manipulated applicant gender for generalizability and exploratory reasons. We instructed the participants to review a computer-mediated interview in which they viewed a picture of an applicant on a computer screen while listening to an interview wherein the applicant detailed his/her work experience. We positioned the participants in front of the computer and informed them that their visual attention would be tracked and recorded throughout the study to ostensibly study how the lighting and resolution of the computer screen can affect attention, thereby explaining the use of an eye tracker. The images of the applicant faces—taken from the same camera under the same conditions and resolution—were created by the MIT-CBCL face recognition database (Weyrauch, Heisele, Huang, & Blanz, 2004). To address possible idiosyncratic differences in the type of facial stigma, we used two types of facial stigmas: port-wine stain (i.e., nevus flammeus) or scar.

The participants then heard a computer-mediated interview while viewing one of the four manipulated images (i.e., male with a port-wine stain or a scar, female with a port-wine stain or a scar). For half of the conditions, the participants heard the applicant acknowledge their stigma within the first minute of the interview, in which the applicant described a challenge they had faced. Specifically, the applicant acknowledged, “I have had this ([“birthmark” for port-wine stain condition] or [“scar”]) on my face since birth, but I don’t let it get in the way” For the nonacknowledgment conditions, this acknowledgment was not included. After the interview, the participants completed a questionnaire that included demographic measures.

**Measures**

**Visual attention.** To assess visual attention toward the stigma, we created a measure of the percent of time looking at the stigma. Visual attention to the stigma was measured for every 30 seconds during the 8-minute interview, producing 16 different time points and a total of 1,792 data points from the 112 participants. The average percent of time spent visually attending the stigma, across the 16 time points, was 10.10% (SD = 0.12).

**RESULTS**

Because the visual attention data were nested within participants, we used multilevel growth curve models to test the hypotheses. Multilevel growth curve models analysis examines variation in the trajectory of visual attention to the stigma for each participant. We used linear mixed models in SPSS Statistics 24 to conduct these analyses. This approach of analysis has several advantages over traditional methods (i.e., repeated measures analysis of variance) to examine change over time, such as having less stringent assumptions, handling missing data, and addressing the hierarchical structure of the data (Shek & Ma, 2011).

We first estimated the unconditional model with no predictors (Model 1) to assess between-participants variation in visual attention. This model addresses the average visual attention to the facial stigma for participants and if the participants’ visual attention to the stigma varied between participants. The intraclass correlation (ICC) was 0.14, which suggests that 14% of the variance in visual attention existed between participants.

As shown in Table 1, in Model 2, we added the level-1 predictor of time (i.e., visual attention was measured 16 times across the 8-minute interview) to examine the unconditional linear growth model. The intercept of an unconditional linear growth model is the average value on the outcome being examined at the first time point. Thus, the average visual attention at the beginning of the interview was 0.14, and it is statistically significant, suggesting that in the first 30 seconds, participants spent 14% of their visual attention to the stigma versus other features of the face. The parameter estimate for the time variable represents the average visual attention decrease over time. The results of this model provide an estimate of the impact of time, which had a fixed effect value of -0.005 and is statistically significant. With every time point that passed, on average, participants’ visual attention to the stigma decreased by 0.50%. Thus, the results supported Hypothesis 1, that there would be a gradual decrease in the amount of visual attention to a facial stigma over time. Specifying time as a random effect,
the results also suggest that the decrease in visual attention varied between participants.

Before examining the effect of acknowledgment on visual attention to a facial stigma, we examined a model (Model 3) that included two fixed effects level-2 predictors we manipulated—the applicant gender and the type of stigma—and their interaction with time to examine if the visual attention to a facial stigma over time varied by applicant gender and the type of stigma. The results showed that the applicant gender and the type of stigma did not affect the trajectory of visual attention over time to the facial stigma.

Model 4 added acknowledgment as a fixed effect level-2 predictor of visual attention to the stigma and the interaction effect of acknowledgment and time. Acknowledgment was not associated with the initial status of visual attention ($\beta = 0.014, p > 0.05$), suggesting that there were no statistical difference between the acknowledgment and nonacknowledgment conditions in visual attention to the stigma during the first 30 seconds. However, supporting Hypothesis 2, the results showed that acknowledgment was a significant predictor of the linear trajectory of visual attention ($\beta = -0.003, p < 0.05$), suggesting that the decrease trajectory in the visual attention to the stigma varied between the acknowledgment and nonacknowledgment conditions.

Figure 1 shows the decrease trajectory of visual attention to the stigma by acknowledgment. We examined the decrease trajectory of visual attention to the stigma in each acknowledgment condition. In the nonacknowledgment condition, the fixed effect value of time was $-0.0033$, suggesting that with every time point that passed, on average, participants visual attention to the stigma decreased by 0.33%. The intercept was 0.135, suggesting that the average visual attention to the stigma at the beginning of the interview was 13.5%. Thus, the average overall decrease of visual attention to the stigma for the nonacknowledgment condition was 4.8% from 13.5%. In the acknowledgment condition, the fixed effect value of time was $-0.0063$, suggesting that with every time point that passed, on average, participants visual attention to the stigma decreased by

| TABLE 1. 
| Estimates for a Two-Level Growth Model Examining Visual Attention to a Facial Stigma |
|-------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Fixed Effects                 | Model 1         | Model 2         | Model 3         | Model 4         |
| Intercept                     | 0.10 (0.004)*   | 0.14 (0.008)*   | 0.12 (0.027)*   | 0.07 (0.06)     |
| Time                          | -0.005 (0.001)* | -0.005 (0.001)* | -0.005 (0.001)* | 0.004 (0.004)   |
| Applicant gender              | -0.004 (0.009)  | 0.017 (0.015)   | 0.007 (0.009)   | 0.003 (0.016)   |
| Type of stigma                | 0.007 (0.009)   | 0.003 (0.016)   | 0.014 (0.016)   |                 |
| Acknowledgment                |                 |                 |                 | 0.003 (0.001)*  |
| Time*Applicant Gender         | -0.002 (0.001)  | -0.002 (0.001)  | -0.002 (0.001)  |                 |
| Time*Type of Stigma           | 0.001 (0.001)   | 0.0003 (0.001)  |                 |                 |
| Time*Acknowledgment           |                 |                 |                 | -0.003 (0.001)* |
| Variance of random components |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Intercept                     | 0.002 (.0004)*  | 0.004 (0.001)*  | 0.004 (0.001)*  | 0.004 (0.001)*  |
| Slope                         | 0.000002 (0.000001)* | 0.000002 (0.000001)* | 0.000001 (0.000001)* |                 |
| Covariance                    | -0.0002 (0.0001)* | -0.0002 (0.0001)* | -0.0002 (0.0001)* |                 |
| Model fit                     |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| AIC                           | -2719.59        | -2875.73        | -2832.83        | -2827.56        |
| BIC                           | -2703.13        | -2771.45        | -2690.92        | -2679.83        |

Note. ICC = 0.14. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. Estimation method = REML. * $p < 0.05$. 
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0.63%. The intercept was 0.148, suggesting that the average visual attention to the stigma at the beginning of the interview was 14.8%. Thus, the average overall decrease of visual attention to the stigma for the acknowledgment condition was 9.6% from 14.8%.

These results supported Hypothesis 2 that there would be a significant effect of acknowledgment on visual attention to a facial stigma, such that the decrease of visual attention to a stigma will decrease faster when an applicant acknowledges their stigma than when an applicant does not acknowledge their stigma. In sum, the average overall decrease of visual attention to the stigma for the acknowledgment condition was 9.6% versus 4.8% for the nonacknowledgment condition.

DISCUSSION

As the use of technology-mediated interviews is becoming a standard method to interview applicants, it is important to understand how discrimination can still manifest in these types of interviews. Because technology-mediated interviews focus on applicants’ faces, discrimination based on facial stigmas can be particularly inevitable. In fact, a growing body of literature shows that individuals who have facial stigmas often receive varying forms of discrimination in the employment interview (Buijsrogge et al., 2014; Buijsrogge et al., 2016; Derous et al., 2016). For example, Madera and Hebl (2012) found that applicants with facial stigmas were rated lower on overall effectiveness than applicants without a facial stigma and that this bias was due to the visual distraction that a facial stigma creates. To expand upon the findings from Madera and Hebl (2012), we used visual attention measured over time to examine how visual attention fluctuates during a computer mediated interview. We also examined the role of acknowledgment as an identity management strategy that can help reduce the level of visual attention given to a stigma.

The results showed that facial stigmas do indeed draw visual attention during a computer-mediated interview. Research shows that when looking at faces, people tend to fixate on the internal region of the face: the eyes, nose, and mouth (Mertens, Siegmund, & Grusser, 1993; Rayner, 1998; Stacey, Walker, & Underwood, 2005). The current study found that participants spent 16% of visual attention on the eyes, 13% on the nose, and 7% on the mouth. These results suggest that a facial stigma interrupts the “normal” face processing pattern by commanding as much attention as the “normal” regions of the face (i.e., eyes, mouth, and nose).

In addition, the results showed that visual attention toward a visual stigma decreases over time. However, the trajectory of the decrease in visual attention depended on whether an applicant acknowledges their stigma during the interview. The decrease in visual attention was faster in the acknowledgment condition, whereas it was slower when the applicant did not acknowledge the stigma. Last, these results did not vary by the applicant’s gender nor by the type of stigma (i.e., scar or port-wine stain). By reducing visual

FIGURE 1. Trajectory of visual attention to the stigma by acknowledgment.
attention to a facial stigma, acknowledgment potentially leads to more attention to relevant information in the interview, which is related to better recall and applicant evaluation as shown by Madera and Hebl (2012).

Theoretical Implications

By using the time-based component of visual attention to a stigma not used in Madera and Hebl (2012), the current research provides a better understanding to how a facial stigma influences the interview process. The stigma model proposed and tested by Pryor et al. (2004) provides a theoretical framework to understand these results. Accordingly, perceiving a stigma involves a dual process in which the first phase is automatic (e.g., staring at the stigma) and the second phase is a controlled reaction in which people reflect on whether they should or should not avoid the stigmatized individual. The results showed that participants stared at the facial stigma during the interview and that visual attention fluctuates during the interview, slowly decreasing over time. These results suggest that participants controlled or monitored their visual attention to stare less at the stigma.

The results of the current study also provide a theoretical rationale for why acknowledging a facial stigma can benefit the interview process. We theorized and found that acknowledgment would reduce visual attention because it can make the stigma less novel by providing an explanation. Acknowledgment releases interviewers from the need to stare at the stigma to think about what it is. Without acknowledgment, interviewers might look more at the stigma because they think about it (e.g., why they have a facial deformity, how it occurred, when it occurred). We found that by providing an explanation (i.e., birthmark or scar since birth) in the acknowledgment condition, visual attention toward the stigma reduced faster than in the non-acknowledgment condition. According to models of stigmatization (Pryor et al., 2004; Weiner et al., 1988), when confronted with a stigmatized individual, perceivers often think about the stigma, but by interrupting such assessments of stigmatized individuals, acknowledgment led to less visual attention over time. Therefore, this study provides evidence that acknowledgment can serve as an effective identity management strategy by reducing the level of visual attention paid to a stigma. This evidence is particularly important given the fact that Madera and Hebl (2012) found that the discrimination against applicants with facial stigmas was due to the visual distraction that a facial stigma creates during an interview.

Practical Implications

The results offer practical implications for both organizations conducting computer-mediated interviews and applicants with facial stigmas. For applicants with stigmas, acknowledgment can serve as an effective strategy to draw attention away from the stigma and decrease attention over time faster than not acknowledging the stigma. The current results suggest that acknowledgment potentially draws attention away from the stigma and back to the relevant information in the interview, which is important in evaluating applicants (Madera & Hebl, 2012). Acknowledgment may also reduce the uneasiness the stigmatized individual and/or interaction partner has about the interaction (Blascovich et al., 2002; Hebl et al., 2000; Krendl et al., 2006). When individuals are confronted with a stigmatized applicant, they often focus their attention to the stigma, which can be uncomfortable and distracting. Thus, acknowledgment can be beneficial by providing an explanation for the stigma.

Second, because the results suggest facial stigmas do indeed draw visual attention, video-based interviewing should be structured. Our current research shows the importance of drawing attention away to the stigma. Structured interviews might draw the interviewers’ attention to the interview items and ratings and away from a stigma.

Another implication from the current study is that technology-based interviews should be conducted blindly by not using video-based interviewing platforms (e.g., Skype, GoToMeeting, and Adobe Connect). Although it is impossible to keep the entire selection process blind, technology-based interviews are often the first hurdle that applicants must pass. Keeping this blind can prevent any potential bias that a stigma can present before they are given the opportunity for an onsite interview. This is particularly important because stigmatized individuals are often aware when other individuals stare at their facial stigma (Halioiu et al., 2011; Masnari et al., 2012). Applicants who perceive bias or discrimination in an interview can lead to negative reactions toward the hiring organization. That is, applicants also use the selection interview to evaluate the organization (Rynes & Cable, 2003), and organizational attractiveness is negatively affected when applicants perceive unfair treatment, such as perceived bias or discrimination (Truxillo, Steiner, & Gilliland, 2004). Perceiving unfair treatment in the selection process is also related to legal complaining (Smither, Reilly, Millsap, Pearlman, & Stoffey, 1993). Legal complaining is particularly important because certain facial and skin conditions may be covered under the American with Disabilities Act (ADA). Recent amendments to the ADA protects applicants who are treated as though they have a disability, regardless if their stigma is actually a disability or not under the ADA (Segal, 2010). Thus, reducing discrimination against applicants with facial stigmas in technology-mediated interviews should be taken seriously.

Limitations and Future Research

Using an eye tracker was a strength of the current study because it measures visual attention over time. However, this also presents a potential limitation, namely, the participants did not actually interact the applicant by asking the interview questions. Future research might examine physi-
cal stigmas in the interviews using live interactions and use videos to record facial reactions (although it would not be able to record visual attention) because people might possibly react differently when interacting with facially stigmatized applicants. Social norms suggest that it is not civil to stare at others, particularly when the target of gaze has a physical stigma, but people also struggle to stare because of the novelty of a stigma (Langer et al., 1976; Thompson, 1982). In the current study, we believe (and found evidence) that people were restricting their eye movements because third parties (i.e., the experimenter and camera) were watching them. In a live interaction, people are likely restricting their eye movements because their interactant is watching them. What we cannot ascertain from the current research is how similar these two situations are. It is possible that face-to-face interactions might involve increased social pressures for the nonstigmatized individual to not stare or to look away from the stigma.

In addition, the interview information was positive, suggesting that the applicant was a strong candidate. Future research can investigate how manipulating interview responses (e.g., strong, average, or poor) can influence the effect of a facial stigma and acknowledgment on visual attention. For example, the justification-suppression model of prejudice (Crandall & Eshelman, 2003) suggests that individuals are more likely to show bias and discrimination against stigmatized individuals when given justifications, such as information that confirms negative stereotypes of stigmatized others.

Last, we outlined three potential reasons for why a facial stigma can draw visual attention, namely, because it can be threatening, it can signal work-related characteristics, or it is novel. It might also be a combination of these reasons. Future research might examine the role these possible reasons play in the visual attention given to a facial stigma. For example, these reasons can be primed to examine difference in the amount of visual attention given to facial stigmas.
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